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Robin Hadlock Seeley, Ph.D.  
Dr. Seeley grew up on the coast of Maine (USA) and received a Ph.D. in 
Biology from Yale University. She has been involved in seaweed 
(Ascophyllum) management since 1999, when regulation of seaweed 
harvesting in Maine was first proposed and enacted.  She has spoken and 
written widely about the need for ecological sustainability in harvests of 
seaweeds that serve as coastal habitat.  
 
Scientific Abstract: 
Burgeoning global demand for products derived from seaweeds is driving 
the increased removal of wild coastal seaweed biomass, an emerging 
low trophic level industry. These products are marketed as organic and 
“sustainable.” Brown macroalgae, such as kelps (Laminariales) and 
rockweeds (Fucales), are foundational species that form underwater 
forests and thus support a diverse vertebrate, invertebrate, and algal 
community—including important commercial species—and deliver 
organic matter to coastal ecosystems. The measure of sustainability used 
by the rockweed (Ascophyllum nodosum (L.) LeJolis) industry, maximum 
sustainable yield, accounts for neither rockweed's role as habitat for 150+ 
species, including species of commercial or conservation significance, nor 
its role in coastal and estuarine ecosystems. To determine whether 
rockweed cutting is “sustainable” will require data on the long-term and 
ecosystem-wide impacts of cutting rockweed. Once a sustainable level of 
cutting is determined, strict regulation by resource managers will be 
required to protect rockweed habitat. Until sustainable levels of cutting 
and appropriate regulations are identified, commercial-scale rockweed 
cutting presents a risk to coastal ecosystems and the human communities 
that depend on those ecosystems. 
 
Abstract for the public: 
Global demand for products derived from seaweeds is rising and driving 
the increased removal of wild coastal seaweeds, marketed as organic 
and “sustainable.” Brown seaweeds, such as kelps and rockweed form 
underwater forests and thus support a diverse biological community—
including important commercial species— and are an important source of 
organic matter for coastal ecosystems, including commercial species of 
fish and shellfish. Measuring sustainability only by the amount of seaweed 
taken does not protect rockweed's role as habitat for species of 
commercial or conservation significance, or its role in coastal and 
estuarine ecosystems. To answer the question “is rockweed cutting 
‘sustainable’?” will require more data than we have on hand now. We 



need data on the long-term and ecosystem-wide impacts of cutting 
rockweed. Once a sustainable level of cutting is determined, strict 
regulation and enforcement will be required to protect rockweed habitat. 
Until sustainable levels of cutting and appropriate regulations are put in 
place, commercial-scale rockweed cutting presents a risk to coastal 
ecosystems and the human communities that depend on those 
ecosystems. 
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“Sea veggies” vs brown habitat-forming seaweeds: 

Different life histories, different uses, different ecological services 

Uncut

http://www.pearltrees.com/s/pic/or/?59747043

microbiologyonline.org.uk

http://www.pearltrees.com/s/pic/or/-59747043
http://microbiologyonline.org.uk


Seaweeds in the sea-vegetable sector in Ireland  

Uncut

Seaweed Forum Report, 2000 (Ireland)



Uncut

Ecological services provided by important brown seaweeds:  
Laminaria and Ascophyllum 

The seaweed forests 

http://www.savescottishseas.org/wp?content/gallery/gallery1/2007_kelpscene_fastcastle_calumduncanmcs.jpg



Ecological services provided by important brown seaweeds:  
Laminaria and Ascophyllum 

1. habitat 

• FISH:  shelter, habitat for  
their prey 

• INVERTEBRATES: protection against physical stresses  
(desiccation, wave surge, winter freeze) 
Substrate for reproduction (egg masses) 

• ALGAE:  promote biodiversity 
modify environment so less abundant,  
less common seaweed species can survive 



Ecological services provided by important brown seaweeds:  
Laminaria and Ascophyllum 

2. food 
• Limpets and periwinkles:  grazing, themselves food 
for others in food web 

• Shelters invertebrates that are food for ducks 

• Shed biomass: habitat for bird prey;   
becomes part of detrital food web (scallops) 



Where is the rockweed habitat?                
a) floating rafts 

- b) forest in the intertidal zone,  
- attached 

- c) unattached and in a “wrack line” on the shore 
Uncut



LOW TIDE   

Seabird foraging - rafts?



What is the rockweed 
“community”?
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Fish using Ascophyllum habitat
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at least 74 invertebrate species          ~35 fish species 

at least 20 bird species  
Shorebirds 
Herons 
Ducks 
Osprey 
Puffin 
Razorbill 
Kingfisher 

How many species use the Ascophyllum forest in the NW Atlantic?
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What are the harvest impacts? 
-to the rockweed community
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Courtesy Bangor Daily News   

Courtesy DreS Photography   

Courtesy S.Mack

RAKE  
HARVEST

https://www1.maine.gov/dmr/rm/rockweed/reports/trottlarsenrpt.pdf



Rockweed harvest 

Community/ecosystem 
impacts

•Mechanical harvesting 

    
    
    
   



Rockweed harvests 

Community/ecosystem 
impacts

• Reduced biodiversity (species richness; Fegley, 2001) 

• Reduced detritus input to the ecosystem (Halat, et al. 2015) 

• Removed snail prey (Black Ducks) (Ugarte, et al. 2010 Maine bycatch study) 

• Decreased abundance of Common Eider chicks (Blinn, et al. 2008) 

•Decreased abundance of amphipods/isopods in some areas (Walder, 2015) 

    
    
    
   



What are the harvest impacts? 
-to the rockweed itself
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“But doesn’t it just grow back?” 

When holdfasts removed,  12-18 years for the bed to recover 
to original habitat (Maine). 

Rake harvesting and machine harvesting both remove 
holdfasts. 

  



August  2012



LONG-TERM:  After 9 years of harvest “…the [harvested] 
rockweed beds have changed in all of the following 
categories:  density, biomass, clump biomass, and average 
length.” 

Sutherland, 2005 (New Brunswick rockweed beds) 
http://www.ecwinc.org/Publications/Entries/2011/6/8_Marine_files/Rockweed2005.pdf

Uncut After machine cutting

http://www.ecwinc.org/Publications/Entries/2011/6/8_Marine_files/Rockweed2005.pdf
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Machine'harvest:'Untouched'and'harvested'ledge'

Cobscook'Bay'2012
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Does rockweed re-grow after harvest?    
Yes.  

Questions that must be answered 
to evaluate “re-growth”: 

• Bed regains pre-harvest biomass?  

but also: 

• New holdfasts established? 

• Regains  
• pre-harvest clump height? 
• pre-harvest density? 
• pre-harvest 3-D architecture? 



    
      

Stature or height re-growth: 
   



Grows back but 3-D architecture altered:  
think of the difference between a forest tree and a hedge. 

   

    
UNCUT   CUT

Fegley,'J.'2010.'The'effects'of'rockweed'harvesting.''

https://www1.maine.gov/dmr/rm/rockweed/symposium2010/fegley.pdf

https://www1.maine.gov/dmr/rm/rockweed/symposium2010/fegley.pdf


Is'rockweed'harvesting''

“sustainable”?
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BIOMASS SUSTAINABILITY:  
“maximum sustainable yield”  
(single-species thinking).  
 * biomass impacts 
  

VS. 
ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY: 
 * ecosystem impacts? 
 * habitat impacts: biomass, height,  
density, clump biomass, holdfasts?

The Strategy will thus support the implementation of an ecosystem-based management. It will seek synergies 
and complementarities with the CAP, the CFP, the IMP and EU environmental policies on resource efficiency,  
sustainable use of natural resources, protection of biodiversity and habitats, as well as provision of 
ecosystem services.”

EU Commission, 2012: The bioeconomy strategy



    
   

Ecology and Habitat 
• How does structural change from harvest 
benefit/detract from habitat? 

• How does architecture of rockweed affect 
associated species? 

• How much loss/change is too much? 
  

Effects of Harvesting 
• Assess the long-term effects of harvesting on a 
large spatial scale. 

• Will cumulative effects of successive harvest 
restructure habitat and/or ecosystems?

CRITICAL UNKNOWNS: 
(Research Needs from the Maine Rockweed 
Management Plan, 2014)
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Is'large?scale,'high?intensity'rockweed'harvesting''

“sustainable”?'

Data'indicate'that'large?scale'high?intensity'

'rockweed'harvesting'is'not'ecologically'sustainable.''
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1. Rockweed'provides'ecological'services'for'100+'species,''

including'commercially?fished'species'like'cod,'pollock,'periwinkles.'

Therefore'the'correct'standard'for'sustainability'is'ecological'sustainability,''

not'biomass'sustainability.''

2.'The'state'says'that'broad?scale'and'long?term'impacts'of'rockweed'harvest'

are'unknown.'

Rockweed'harvest'impacts'the'rockweed'community'and'changes'rockweed'

beds'?'modifies'habitat.

Evidence'suggests'large?scale'rockweed'harvests'are'not''

ecologically'sustainable.'

SUMMARY
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! Cobscook!Bay!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Rockweed!Management!Area

''

'   '''

' '''

MANAGEMENT!
2009!=!2019?!!!

http://www.maine.gov/spo/coastal/about.htm    

Elsewhere:!
No!limit!on!take!
No!biomass!assessment!
16”!limit!on!cut!height!
Federal!lands!protected!

16”
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http://www.maine.gov/spo/coastal/about.htm    

16”

Cobscook Bay Rockweed Management Area

CBRMA'law:'

1. Harvest'plan'required'

2. Sectors'assigned'to'harvesters'

3. All!conservation!areas!are!no=cut!areas!
4. Limit'on'take:'17%'of'biomass
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Current'status'of''

rockweed'harvest''

regulation'

State'wildlife''

agency''

recommends:



Current status of rockweed harvest regulation
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COBSCOOK BAY 

16” cutting height 
license 
Federal lands are no -cut 

Harvest plan required  
Sector management 
17% of biomass limit/ sector 
ALL conserved lands are no-cut

OUTSIDE COBSCOOK BAY 

16” cutting height 
license 
Federal lands are no -cut 

What about state management plan (2014)? 
What about conservation no-harvest zones (2015)?



Legal limbo 
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